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Dear Colleague,

We are delighted to bring you the 6th annual IEC 61850 Global 2019 conference, exhibition and networking forum.

This year’s programme draws together 150+ IEC 61850 experts and implementation leaders for a review of the latest utility implementation case-studies and supplier technology innovations.

This year we have expanded the main conference across three days, providing a greater depth and breadth of cutting-edge IEC 61850 case-studies. An updated programme will deep-dive into advanced IEC 61850 implementation challenges, tackling top-down design, the process bus, sophisticated control & protection architectures, advanced cyber-security and more.

Highlights of this year’s programme include:

✓ Case-Study Programme – hear from 20+ international utility IEC 61850 experts and implementation leaders on the lessons learnt from actual deployments of the standard across smart grid infrastructures
✓ Utility Heavy Speaker Line-Up – selected on the strength of the projects they are involved in, their pivotal roles in implementation decision making, and their insights into lessons learnt and future roadmaps
✓ Roundtable Discussions – take the opportunity to brainstorm and problem solve with peers from across the IEC 61850 ecosystem
✓ Fundamentals Workshop – run by Christoph Brunner, Convenor of IEC TC57 WG10, taking place the day before the main conference, this workshop demystifies the fundamental building blocks and provides a comprehensive yet in-depth understanding of IEC 61850
✓ Future Applications Seminar - hear from the pilot projects that are pushing the boundaries of IEC 61850 implementation to monitor and control a range of grid-edge assets, including microgrids, renewables, energy storage and electric vehicles
✓ Solution Zone – running alongside the main 3-day conference, the solution zone provides a focused display of IEC 61850 products and services, with experts on hand to discuss your specific challenges and provide tailored advice to help propel your implementation plans to the next level
✓ Live Demo Labs – a 1:1 private demonstration, providing you with the opportunity to gain hands-on experience of the most advanced and forward-looking IEC 61850 solutions and services
✓ Evening Networking Reception – taking place the evening of conference day one, this networking event is open to all participants enabling you to relax and unwind, allow new ideas to cement and new partnership opportunities to emerge

We look forward to welcoming you to the event in October 2019!

Kind Regards,

Louis Morgan
Conference Producer | Smart Grid Forums

PS: Very Early Bird Rates - Save €800 on delegate places and €2000 on exhibitor spaces by booking before Friday 28th June 2019
PPS: Group Booking Discounts – Save a further 10% on 3+ delegates booked from the same organisation at the same time - Call us on +44 (0)20 3691 1700 to arrange!

---

Workshop Monday 14th October 2019

Fundamentals of IEC 61850 Workshop

Workshop Leaders

Christoph Brunner
President of Inpower & Convener
IEC TC 57 WG 10

Frances Cleveland
President of Xanthis Consulting International & Convener
IEC TC 57 WG 15

Alex Apostolov
Principal Engineer
OMICRON & Editor-in-Chief
PACWorld

The IEC 61850 standard is an extensive and complex set of international standards specifically designed for substation automation and the smart grid. Now universally recognised as the de-facto standard for power utility compliance, it presents as many challenges as it does opportunities.

During this workshop Christoph Brunner, Convenor of IEC TC 57 WG 10 provides a comprehensive and in-depth insight into the building blocks, key applications and optimal operations of the standard within the substation environment and beyond. Frances Cleveland, Convenor of IEC TC 57 WG 15, and Alex Apostolov, editor-in-chief at PACWorld, will join Christoph and provide up-to-date insights into the latest cybersecurity practices and testing considerations for IEC 61850 systems.

09:30 Registration & Welcome Refreshments
10:30 Session 1: Fundamentals of IEC 61850 – main features of the standard and implications for the utility engineer
This session is a short introduction to IEC 61850 for newcomers. The concept of IEC 61850 is introduced with its key objectives and features to support interoperability, free configuration and long term stability. A comparison with other communication standards will be made, and the impact on the utility engineer will be clarified. Edition 1 will be reviewed in relation to its application in different domains. The main features of IEC 61850 – communication, application modeling and engineering process will be introduced including GOOSE messaging and Process bus with sampled values.
12:30 Lunch
13:30 Session 2: Evolution of the standard – improvements, wider smart grid applications and suitability for new domains
Understand how the standard grows from Edition 1, the backward compatibility aspects, new features and functionalities, the rate of take up within vendor products and feedback from utility implementations. In this session the major new features introduced will be discussed. The session will also talk about IEC 61850 implementations across the wider smart grid, as well as in new domains such as hydroelectric power plants, distributed energy resources and wind turbines.
14:15 Session 3: Advanced maintenance testing – challenges of testing in a live substation
Understand the challenges of maintenance testing in live substations and how the various features available in IEC 61850 can help to address those challenges. Consider testing for various topologies, understand how to use simulation and hierarchical control of test mode. The session will also address how the test source of InRef can be used to solve some of the issues. Requirements for modeling and engineering of the test system will be addressed.
15:00 Afternoon refreshments
15:30 Session 4: Advanced engineering process – how IEC 61850 is evolving to enhance interoperability of the engineering process
This session will examine the engineering process across the entire lifecycle of IEC 61850 systems. The challenges of the early implementations will be discussed and how user feedback is helping to gradually enhance the process. Learn, how extensions made to Ed 2.1 of IEC 61850 contribute to the improvement, understand how the specification process will evolve, to assure your automation system will work as expected. The session will address further ongoing work in CIGRE as well as EU-funded research projects.
16:15 Session 5: Cybersecurity Fundamentals for IEC 61850
Understand the basic cybersecurity issues and requirements for communicating with IEC 61850 protocols using the IEC 62351 cybersecurity standards, with a focus on authentication of connections, data integrity of messages and role-based access control for authorization of actions.
17:00 Session 6: Practical Demonstrations and Q&A
In this final session some practical demonstrations will bring to life the application of IEC 61850 and provide attendees with the chance to have all their questions answered in great depth and detail by the workshop leaders.
17:30 Close of Workshop

---

Sponsorship & Exhibition Opportunities

Would you like the opportunity to raise your brand profile, demonstrate your products and services, and share your expertise with a highly concentrated and influential group of utility IEC 61850 implementation leaders and decision makers?

Our adjoining exhibition area provides the perfect platform for you to do this and more! Capped at 30 stands we ensure a focused and relevant display of the latest tools, technologies and services for our audience and maximum visibility for each exhibitor.

To find out more about the various sponsorship and exhibition opportunities: Call: +44 (0)20 3691 1700
Email: pc@iecmigration.com
Download: Exhibition Opportunities Brochure
Conference Day One | Tuesday 15th October 2019

08:50 Opening remarks from the Chair
Christoph Brunner, President of IT4Power & Convenor - IEC TC57 WG10

09:00 Standards Update: Examining new opportunities afforded by the latest developments from IEC working groups as well as efforts to harmonise end-user implementation across the industry
Christoph Brunner, President of IT4Power & Convenor - IEC TC57 WG10
Ralph Mackiewicz, VP Business Development – SISCO & Chairman of Board of Directors - UCAug
Vladan Cvejic, Owner of Power Automation Consulting & IEC 61850 Profile Manager – ENTSO-E
Johannes Stürmer, Grid Development – innogy & Active Network Management Taskforce – E.DSO

10:30 Morning refreshments, networking & exhibition

11:00 Global Implementation Panel: Exploring global IEC 61850 implementations and comparing levels of penetration globally
- Examining the drivers for IEC 61850 implementation across the globe
- Comparing the IEC 61850 features and architectures implemented in different regions
- Exploring novel applications of IEC 61850 developed to meet challenging conditions in different areas of the world
- Developing IEC 61850 roadmaps to drive smart grid interoperability on a global scale
- Obtaining a global perspective on IEC 61850 implementation and understanding the common challenges facing the industry

Arnaud Ulian, Project Director, EDF (France) & Chairman, IEC TC 57
Tuan Vu, Senior Digital Asset Strategies Engineer – Powerlink Queensland (Australia)
Frans Shanyata, Senior Engineer Projects & Multidisciplinary – NamPower (Namibia)
Mark Thompson, Engineering Manager, IEC 61850 Projects – National Grid (USA) [video presentation]

12:30 Lunch, Networking & Exhibition

14:00 Industrialising IEC 61850: Developing a streamlined engineering process that produces repeatable, scalable and vendor-independent substation design
- Evaluating the organisational and technical requirements for effectively industrialising IEC 61850-based substation design
- Aligning top-down IEC 61850 design approaches with existing engineering processes to reduce complexity for design teams
- Creating a library of appropriate specification elements that can be reused to rapidly generate accurate, standardised designs for new substations
- Comparing delivered SCD files with specified SSD files and working alongside system integrators to ensure a close fit between specification and delivered solutions
- Establishing an IEC 61850 engineering process that delivers lower lifecycle costs through repeatable, standardised design and enhanced IED interchangeability

David MacDonald, System Monitoring Engineer – Iberdrola (Spain)

14:40 Multi-Vendor, Multi-Edition Systems: Integrating the latest substation automation technology with legacy systems using IEC 61850
- Overcoming a range of interoperability challenges to successfully integrate multi-vendor, multi-edition systems
- Ensuring backwards compatibility between edition 1 and edition 2 IEC 61850 systems
- Managing the complexity of integrating six different vendor IED’s and one client, using six different software packages
- Developing an effective framework for the integration of IEC 61850 systems across editions and vendors

Jan Voltman, Consultant – Qirion (Alliander) (Netherlands)
Robbert Koenderman, Senior Engineer – Qirion (Alliander) (Netherlands)

15:20 Fully Digital Substations: Specifying IEC 61850 process bus systems to support advanced information exchange between processes and enterprise systems
- Comprehensively capturing the complex requirements of process bus systems in specifications to ensure simplified system integration
- Increasing the efficiency of substation system monitoring using CIM & IEC 61850 engineering processes
- Specifying gateways that effectively transfer data from automation systems to enterprise systems
- Driving predictive and remote maintenance throughout the enterprise through the accurate specification of process bus systems and data transfer mechanisms
- Development of test systems to facilitate functional testing and troubleshooting

Anders Johnsson, Power System Specialist – Vattenfall (Sweden)

16:00 Afternoon refreshments, networking & exhibition

16:30 Top-Down Design: Developing accurate and comprehensive system specifications that support the fluid interchange of multi-vendor devices
- Evaluating the business case for top-down design over bottom-up design
- Creating SSD files that comprehensively specify substation automation system functionality and topology
- Accurately mapping desired signal flow through the specification of virtual IEDs, logical nodes and data attributes
- Exploring the potential of SSD files to further improve the top-down design approach
- Leveraging built-in IEC 61850 specification functionality to achieve true interchangeability within substation design

Jörg Reuter, Director – HELINKS

17:10 Low-Power Instrument Transformers: Assessing the technological maturity of LPITs in terms of cost, reliability and performance and determining realistic timelines and conditions for their commercial-scale introduction
- Evaluating LPITs and identifying criteria for optimal implementation
- Comparing the main performance characteristics and sources of error from LPITs with CITs
- Evaluating the IEC 61869 standard and the level of interoperability currently achievable with LPITs
- Establishing appropriate testing methods that ensure successful operation of LPITs in a digital substation environment
- Developing an implementation plan for the adoption of LPITs and examining the use of SAMUs to facilitate gradual transition

Paolo Mazza, Head of Measurements & Diagnostics for Power Systems at RSE & Convenor – IEC TC 38 WG 47

17:50 Roundtable Discussions - during this session the audience breaks out into several smaller working groups, each focused on a specific theme that arose during the day’s presentations. Each working group will comprise of representatives of the entire IEC 61850 community to ensure a well-rounded and holistic discussion. Key issues raised, and solutions proposed will be collated for presentation to the wider group at the end of the session.

19:20 Networking Reception - time to relax and unwind after an intensive day of presentations and discussion! All participants are invited to join this networking reception where you will have the opportunity to enjoy the company of colleagues from across the European smart grid technical community.

20:30 Close of conference day one

"The conference is a great opportunity to gain an overview of the market trends, understand the needs of different utilities and find out how they are facing their challenges with IEC 61850." - Gwennaël Delhière, Expert Secondary Systems - Elia
08:50 Opening remarks from the Chair
Alex Apostolov, Principal Engineer at OMICRON & Editor-in-Chief - PACWorld

09:00 C-WAMPACs: Leveraging sophisticated protection, automation & control architectures to meet the evolving demands of the energy system
- Integrating multi-vendor IEDs using optimised system architectures to deliver centralised WAMPAC capabilities
- Assessing distributed, centralised and hybrid hierarchical architectures
- Analysing specific examples of C-WAMPACs and exploring the benefits delivered, including System Integrity Protection Schemes (SIPS), Wide Area Situational Awareness (WASA), Fault Location, Isolation and System Restoration (FLISR)
- Delivering improved reliability, security and efficiency through the development of sophisticated IEC 61850 PAC architectures
Alex Apostolov, Principal Engineer at OMICRON & Editor-in-Chief - PACWorld

09:40 Advanced Testing: Optimising IEC 61850 designs, documentation and testing regimes to deliver simplified maintenance and support condition-based maintenance
- Effectively incorporating IT and networking skills into maintenance teams to ensure a successful transition to digital maintenance and testing
- Identifying substation design principles that reduce maintenance complexity and optimise inventory management
- Understanding isolation requirements for IEC 61850 systems to facilitate effective testing of IEDs and distributed functions
- Developing effective IEC 61850 documentation frameworks, including robust functional naming conventions and rigorous procedures for the handling of configuration files
- Leveraging improved information access from the process bus to perform advanced analysis of faults and support the move to predictive maintenance
Priyanka Mohapatra, Innovation Lead – SP Energy Networks (UK)

10:20 Process Bus Testing: Comprehensively testing IEC 61850 process bus systems to ensure smooth interoperation and consistent performance
- Developing a testing regime that ensures digital substation systems closely match operational requirements
- Identifying configuration issues through effective SCD file verification
- Ensuring the high availability and reliability of communication networks through effective redundancy, network and time synchronization testing
- Rigorously testing transmission of GOOSE, sampled values and MMS to guarantee interoperability of multi-vendor equipment
- Using IEC 61850 test and simulation mode to assess multi-vendor protection and control performance
- Achieving glitch-free interoperation through rigorous testing of process bus systems
Rannveig Loken, Senior Specialist Protection & Control Systems – Statnett (Norway)

11:00 Morning refreshments, networking & exhibition

11:30 System Interoperability Panel Discussion: Outlining the challenges vendors face in achieving interoperability and the steps they are taking to address them
- Detailing plans for product upgrades to support the latest standards
- Evaluating different vendor implementations of IEC 61850 and addressing the challenges of harmonising implementation across vendors
- Outlining the challenges in achieving interoperability between the IED and SCADA systems
- Addressing the challenges of interoperability between mixed merging units from different vendors within substations
Peter Kreutzer, Global Product Manager – ABB
Senior Representative – Arteche
Mital Kanabar, Senior R&D Applications Engineering Mgr – GE Grid Solutions

13:00 Lunch, networking & exhibition

- Identifying the key causes of testing complexity in advanced IEC 61850 systems
- Establishing design parameters that support testing accuracy once the system is operational
- Leveraging testing tools and procedures that accurately predict the behaviour of new functionalities in complex systems
- Ensuring that communication failures between IEDs are easily identified, isolated and rectified to avoid wider system impact
- Maintaining high system performance visibility at all times
Fred Steinhauser, IEC 61850 and Digital Substation Expert – OMICRON

15:10 Advanced Device Management: Futureproofing IEC 61850 systems through advanced system management capability
- Improving the adaptability of IEDs to reduce the cost of future upgrades
- Remotely configuring IED operational data, including grid topology, protection and PLC parameters, using CID files
- Obtaining real-time monitoring information through the Buffered Report Control Block
- Capturing IED data in asset management and maintenance information systems to facilitate advanced analytics and predictive maintenance
- Instituting the Smart Grid Device Management System as a pillar of grid operations, from the process level to data analytics
Thierry Coste, Research Engineer – EDF (France)

15:50 Afternoon refreshments, networking & exhibition

16:20 Remote Monitoring & Testing: Remotely monitoring & testing IEC 61850 devices to drive down maintenance costs and improve testing efficiency
- Leveraging IEC 61850 Edition 2 testing functionality to isolate and test devices and systems without the need for physical switching
- Understanding remote testing and monitoring requirements, including virtual isolation functionality, additional testing systems and appropriate interfaces between process and PAC systems
- Establishing a secure and reliable communication link that supports remote control of substation equipment while minimising cybersecurity risks
- Eliminating travel and outage times and increasing testing efficiency through effective remote testing
Gilles Guillet, Digital Control System Expert – RTE (France)

17:00 Centralised Protection & Control: Consolidating protection and control functions into fewer devices to simplify maintenance and reduce substation footprint
- Controlling and monitoring a wide range of substation equipment through a single device and a centralised HMI
- Collecting high-speed, time-synchronized measurements with IEC 61850 that support protection, control, monitoring and asset management from a single high-performance computer
- Designing centralised protection architectures to maintain high levels of redundancy and availability
- Developing effective testing regimes for centralized protection and control
- Simplifying maintenance and testing and reducing substation footprint through the implementation of advanced centralised protection and control schemes
Colin Scoble, Senior Protection Engineer – UK Power Networks (UK)

17:40 Virtualised Substation Automation and Protection System: Virtualising protection relays into software appliances to eliminate the need for physical hardware
- Evaluating the challenges of traditional substation engineering and understanding how the virtualised protection relay concept addresses them
- Designing virtualised protection systems for simplified operation and maintenance
- Ensuring robust cyber-security in virtualised protection systems
- Standardising virtualised protection designs using the IEC 61850 process bus
- Leveraging automated deployment tools to speed-up roll-out of virtualised protection systems
Mehrdad Vahabi, Substation Automation Project Manager – Southern California Edison (USA) (video presentation)

18:20 Close of conference day two

"Excellent way to catch up on what is happening in IEC 61850."
Frank R. Goodman, Team Lead - San Diego Gas & Electric Company
08:50 Opening remarks from the Chair

09:00 Cybersecurity Frameworks: Securing control systems, networks and user access in accordance with IEC 62351 and other cybersecurity standards to effectively safeguard multi-vendor IEC 61850 systems
- Implementing a holistic cybersecurity strategy to secure IEC 61850 systems from a wide range of threats
- Examining the progress of IEC 62351 towards comprehensive multi-vendor cybersecurity interoperability
- Ensuring appropriate levels of security across multi-vendor systems to balance responsibility and complexity
- Addressing the challenge of authenticating mission-critical GOOSE messages and sampled values
- Identifying best practices for security architecture of IEC 61850 systems
- Achieving high levels of cybersecurity in IEC 61850 systems through adoption of standards and best practices including ISO/IEC 77019 and IEC 62443 series

Chen Dehui, Division Chief for International Organization - State Grid Corporation of China

09:40 Intrusion Detection Systems: Deploying intrusion detection systems (IDS) to track industrial assets, OT threats and to monitor IEC 61850 networks and processes with real-time insight
- Determining the best placement of IDS within substations to comprehensively safeguard IEC 61850 systems
- Managing IDS vendors and product approval to ensure a close match between specified and delivered solutions
- Fine-tuning IDS for optimal cybersecurity performance alongside IEC 61850 systems
- Exploring the future roadmap for IDS and examining convergence with other security components

Frances Cleveland, President of Xanthus Consulting International & Convener – IEC TC 57 WG 15

10:20 End-to-End Cybersecurity: Evaluating the latest technology and examining best-practises for ensuring robust, end-to-end cybersecurity in IEC 61850 systems
- Securing IT and OT systems with a comprehensive approach to cybersecurity
- Managing 61850 device access to corporate networks through effective endpoint security
- Safeguarding network perimeters in decentralized 61850 systems
- Maintaining a high level of security while remotely monitoring 61850 assets
- Leveraging the full range of cybersecurity solutions and practises to minimize cybersecurity risk across IEC 61850 systems

Kris Voorspoels, Regional Technical Manager – Owl Cyber Defense

11:00 Morning refreshments, networking & exhibition

11:30 Vendor-Independent Testing Tools Panel Discussion: Meeting the need for multi-edition and multi-vendor interoperability and testing tools
- Quantifying the impact of the lack of tool interoperability is having on maintenance efficiency
- Ensuring that configuration tools can manage a hybrid environment – standardising SCL files
- Reducing the need for multiple software programmes to configure one device
- Testing multiple device systems effectively to reduce retest requirements
- Future proofing tools for IEC 61850 Edition 3 and 4

Eric Xu, Lead Simulation & Automation Engineer – RTDS
Joel Greene, Senior Software Engineer – Triangle MicroWorks
Senior Representative – EFACEC
Senior Representative – COPA-DATA

13:00 Lunch, networking & exhibition

14:30 Integrated Monitoring & Configuration: Streamlining IED Management through the integration of real-time monitoring and configuration
- Leveraging advanced IED management with IEC 61850 to deliver a closer integration between device configuration and monitoring
- Evaluating IEC initiatives aimed at providing convergence between configuration and monitoring
- Combining static information, including SCL files and CIM models, with real-time monitoring data from IEDs
- Developing a digital control centre to facilitate real-time diagnosis and correction of IED faults

Julio E. Domínguez, Power Systems Automation Expert – UFDF (Spain)

15:10 HVDC Interconnections: Leveraging precise, high-speed IEC 61850 data acquisition to achieve dynamic, multi-modal operation of HVDC interconnections
- Using time-domain automation of IEC 61850 systems to instantaneously detect changes in power flow across HVDC interconnectors and support three operational modes
- Obtaining accurate, synchronized, wide-area power flow summation at fixed intervals using GOOSE messages and synchrophasors
- Monitoring the angular difference between AC buses with IEC 61850 to support the operation of DC links as simulated AC lines
- Leveraging advanced hardware and software redundancy methods to achieve secure and dependable IEC 61850-based HVDC control systems
- Achieving high-speed, wide-area control of HVDC systems to effectively interconnect multiple substations across hundreds of kilometres

Matias Sánchez Mingarro, Protection & Applications Project Manager – Red Eléctrica de España (Spain)

15:50 Afternoon refreshments, networking & exhibition

16:20 OSMOSE: Improving interoperability frameworks to facilitate plug & play integration and better exploitation of flexibility solutions
- Developing an optimal TSO-DSO coordination framework for operational planning and management of flexibility sources
- Developing application-specific design & control of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS), including multi-service applications
- Implementing enhancements and new concepts for the specification and engineering process in a multivendor environment
- Lowering the cost of integration and harmonising end-user implementations of IEC 61850 systems to promote a competitive procurement environment

Thomas Sterckx, IEC 61850 Expert – Ella (Belgium) & OSMOSE Project Expert – ENTSO-E

17:00 Substation Digital Twin: Leveraging IEC 61850 and machine learning to achieve advanced monitoring and simulation of substation systems
- Integrating substation systems with analytical engines to deliver digital twin functionality
- Evaluating the digital twin concept, understanding the range of possibilities afforded and how IEC 61850 can support them
- Acquiring the appropriate range of substation data with IEC 61850 and developing analytical engines capable of providing real-time insight
- Developing a test-platform that ensures rigorous testing of IEC 61850-based digital twin systems
- Improving reliability, safety and overall resilience of substation protection systems through advanced simulation and monitoring

Dr. André Naumann, Group Leader Energy Systems – Fraunhofer IFF

17:40 Close of conference day three
Seminar
Friday 18th October 2019

Future Applications of IEC 61850 in New Domains

As the use of IEC 61850 proliferates from the substation across the wider smart grid, this one day seminar showcases innovative applications of IEC 61850 in new domains. A range of leading R&D specialists will be presenting about cutting-edge pilot projects, demonstrating the use of IEC 61850 to achieve advanced monitoring, protection, automation and control of grid-edge assets and DERs.

08:50 Opening remarks from the Chair

09:00 DER Standards Update: Evaluating recent developments to IEC 61850 that support a more decentralised and flexible energy system through the intelligent operation of grid-edge assets
- Driving the roll-out of IEC 61850 to the grid edge through development of extensions to the IEC 61850 series standard
- Understanding requirements for handling DER in an energy system and evaluating IEC 61850’s potential to meet them, including:
  - Performance, testing, operation and safety requirements
  - Regulatory and functional requirements for devices/systems to provide mandatory and market-based grid support services, including frequency control, reactive power support, demand response and ancillary services
- Future requirements, including changes to DER services and network codes that promote energy system flexibility
- Using IEC 61850 to monitor, control and automate a range of devices throughout their lifecycles, including feeder equipment, DER generating systems, storage systems, controllable loads, microgrids and EV V2G, while taking into account system management considerations
- Evaluating IEC 61850-8-2 and the use of XMPP to communicate over public networks
- Mapping IEC 61850 data objects to other protocols such as DNP3 and Modbus

Laurent Guise, International Standardization Director at Schneider Electric & Convener – IEC TC 57 WG 17
Frances Cleveland, President of Xanthurus Consulting International & Convener – IEC TC 57 WG 15

09:40 Open-Source IEC 61850: Leveraging open-source tools to monitor and control DERs over communication networks
- Understanding the functionality and features of open-source IEC 61850 tools and identifying the range of appropriate use cases
- Understanding open-source implementations of logical nodes to effectively build IEC 61850 data models
- Creating IEC 61850 clients and servers for bespoke applications using open-source stacks
- Supporting innovative use-cases with low-cost custom-made IEC 61850 solutions

Steven Blair, Research Fellow – University of Strathclyde

10:20 Morning refreshments

10:50 Hybrid Wind & Storage: Leveraging IEC 61850 and related standards to achieve advanced control, protection and monitoring of integrated wind & storage systems
- Examining the regulatory conditions for wind power and evaluating IEC 61850’s potential to meet new regulatory requirements
- Evaluating IEC 61850 and IEC 61400-25 and identifying the features and capabilities that support integrated wind & storage systems
- Designing IEC 61850 protection & control architectures to effectively integrate and automate hybrid wind & storage systems
- Using the IEC 61850 process bus to achieve real-time monitoring of DER assets
- Achieving effective integration of wind and storage to effectively deal with surplus generation and deliver more value to customers

Nicholas Etherden, Senior R&D Engineer – Vattenfall (Sweden) & Convener – TC 88 JWG 25

11:30 Wind Power Ancillary Services: Achieving direct control of distribution-grid-connected wind farms with IEC 61850/61400-25 to provide ancillary services at the TSO level, including congestion and voltage support
- Establishing the range of ancillary services required by a TSO from wind power assets
- Evaluating IEC 61850/61400-25 and understanding their suitability for ancillary service applications
- Developing appropriate system architectures and interfaces for TSO control of distribution-connected wind assets
- Identifying the key activities, timelines and lessons learnt from implementing ancillary services with IEC 61850/61400-25

Peng Li, Smart Grid Senior Expert – Engie Green (France)

12:10 Provision of Flexibility with IEC 61850: Developing IEC 61850-7-420 to include modelling of Smart Grid energy services and sector coupling
- Developing a registry for the dynamic aggregation of DER resources with IEC 61850
- Defining the capabilities of a variety of DERs using IEC 61850
- Defining IEC 61850 logical nodes for cross-sector applications to facilitate sector coupling between electrical, gas and heat networks
- Reviewing standards developments that facilitate the use of IEC 61850 in conjunction with thermal storage assets

Andrea Schröder, Scientific Associate Plant Engineering – FGH e.V.

12:50 Lunch

14:20 Microgrids: Achieving interoperation and coordinated control in diverse microgrid systems
- Designing a communication model with IEC 61850 that supports advanced control and interoperation of microgrids involving renewable power and energy storage
- Selecting logical nodes, variables and commands, required to achieve coordinated control of microgrids
- Designing microgrid communication architectures that enable efficient communication between devices
- Deploying gateway/client communication to facilitate the exchange of real-time data, control operations and report notifications

Thierry Coste, Research Engineer – EDF (France)
Osama Mohammed, Director, Energy Systems Research Laboratory – Florida International University

15:40 Afternoon refreshments

16:10 Battery System Control & Testing: Utilising IEC 61850 MMS to control and test the scalability of battery storage systems
- Developing a scalable battery storage system with IEC 61850 to assist in local energy management
- Testing the scalability of IEC 61850-based battery controllers to ensure adequate performance in highly complex and undetermined network communication systems
- Using Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation to investigate the delay of IEC 61850 MMS in storage systems composed of multiple batteries
- Addressing the increasing volatility of the energy mix with improved local energy management

Manuel Pfitz, Real-Time Simulation and HIL – RWTH Aachen E.ON Energy Research Center

16:50 Vehicle-to-Grid Services: Implementing plug-and-play vehicle-to-grid charging using IEC 61850 to support a wide range of grid services
- Evaluating a variety of EV charging protocols and determining their potential for integration with IEC 61850
- Assessing IEC 61850-90-8 and IEC 63110 and identifying the range of vehicle-to-grid services supported
- Establishing methodical approaches for testing the integration of grid mobility
- Designing smart charging architectures with IEC 61850 to support vehicle-to-grid services and interoperation with other DERs
- Identifying future developments of IEC 61850 and 63110 that will further support EV charging and vehicle-to-grid services

Felix LehMaß, Engineer – Austrian Institute Technology

17:30 Close of Seminar
OMICRON is the leading supplier of testing tools for power utility communication systems utilizing the IEC 61850 standard. OMICRON’s products support the whole lifecycle of IEC 61850 installations from design verification, evaluation, factory testing, commissioning, to operation and maintenance. The applications in protection, automation & control of electrical power systems in connection with IEC 61850 GOOSE, Sampled Values, and C/S communication are covered by a diverse portfolio of tools. The products range from pure software tools to protection test sets and distributed test, measurement and recording systems. Timing products for PTP (IEEE 1588) cover the needs for precise time synchronization of IEDs and testing tools. With OMICRON subsidiaries and service centers on every continent, the OMICRON team serves customers world-wide.

For more information visit: [www.omicronenergy.com](http://www.omicronenergy.com)

Owl Cyber Defense Solutions, LLC leads the world in data diode and cross domain network cybersecurity. With a constant focus on customers in the military, government, critical infrastructure, and commercial communities, Owl develops market-first, one-way data transfer products to meet a variety of operational needs, from entry level to enterprise. Owl cybersecurity specialists are intimately familiar with a wide variety of industry pain points, technologies, and best practices, and have helped hundreds of organizations around the world secure their networks with Owl’s patented hardware-enforced, unhackable data diode solutions.

For more information visit: [https://www.owlcyberdefense.com/](https://www.owlcyberdefense.com/)

Efacec is a Portuguese company with a strong exporter profile and geographical footprint in more than 65 countries. Efacec is present in the development of infrastructures for important sectors of economic activity: Energy, Environment & Industry, Mobility & Transportation. Part of Efacec Group, Efacec Automation focuses on engineered solutions for protection, control and manage- ment of electric power networks. Through the development of its own advanced technology and the expertise gained through over 30 years of system implementation experience, Efacec Automation operates globally, focusing strongly on Europe, North and South of Africa, Middle East, India and Latin America.

For more information visit: [www.efacec.com](http://www.efacec.com)

Triangle MicroWorks, Inc. provides software libraries and PC-based tools to help implement and maintain systems using indus- try-standard communication protocols such as IEC 61850 (including: -9-2 (Sampled Values); -7-410 (Hydro); -7-420 (DER); IEC 61400-25 (Wind); and GOOSE). We also support IEC 60870-6 (TASE.2/ICOP); IEC 60870-5 (101, -102, -103, & -104); DNP3; and Modbus. Our Protocol Test & Verification Tools make it easy to test, troubleshoot and configure communication protocols and devices. Our Software Libraries help equipment vendors cost-effectively implement communication protocols in any device. We also offer OPC Drivers/Translators, Protocol Gateways, Visualization Tools, Web-based Training, and Implementation Services.

For more information visit: [www.trianglemicroworks.com](http://www.trianglemicroworks.com)

COPA-DATA is the manufacturer of the zenon® software platform, used in the manufacturing and energy industries for the automated control, monitoring, and optimization of machines, equipment, and power supplies. Founded by Thomas Punzenberger in 1987 and headquartered in Salzburg, Austria, the independent, family-owned company employs approximately 270 workers around the globe. The distribution of software on an international scale is made possible through the company’s eleven subsidiaries and numerous distributors. In addition, more than 240 certified partner companies ensure efficient software implementation for end users in the food & beverage, energy & infrastructure, automotive, and pharmaceutical industries. In 2018, COPA-DATA generated turnover of EUR 44 million.

For more information visit: [https://www.copadata.com/](https://www.copadata.com/)

Arteche is a global company, an international benchmark with companies in Europe, America, Asia and Oceania, and a service that has more than 80 technical-commercial offices, which allows us to directly see the international and local contexts of the electric power industry.
Arteche is actively involved in the main international electrical bodies: IEC, IEEE, CIGRE, or CIRED, among others. We are an organization that has very much in mind tomorrow’s challenges and that, today, is internationally recognized for its strength, knowledge, track record and projection.

For more information visit: [https://www.arteche.com/en](https://www.arteche.com/en)
**Sponsors & Exhibitors**

**Live Demo Lab Sponsor:**

OMICRON is the leading supplier of testing tools for power utility communication systems utilizing the IEC 61850 standard. OMICRON's products support the whole lifecycle of IEC 61850 installations from design verification, evaluation, factory testing, commissioning, to operation and maintenance. The applications in protection, automation & control of electrical power systems in connection with IEC 61850 GOOSE, Sampled Values, and C/S communication are covered by a diverse portfolio of tools. The products range from pure software tools to protection test sets and distributed test, measurement and recording systems. Timing products for PTP (IEEE 1588) cover the needs for precise time synchronization of IEDs and testing tools. With OMICRON subsidiaries and service centers on every continent, the OMICRON team serves customers worldwide.

For more information visit: [www.omicronenergy.com](http://www.omicronenergy.com)

**Exhibitors:**

SEL is a recognized leader in electrical protection, communications, monitoring, cyber security, automation, and control solutions for mission-critical utility and industrial applications. Products that support and enhance IEC 61850 and other international standards include protection class IEDs, computers, software, and services for reliable, ultra-high-speed protection, control, and automation of power system components in generation, substation, transmission, distribution, and industrial applications. Cyber security products and services support substation DMZ strategies, prevent intrusion, and protect the P&C devices from external attack, and internal attack when a windows device becomes corrupted. SEL also provides mission critical LAN and WAN technologies including software defined networking (SDN).

For more information visit: [www.selinc.com](http://www.selinc.com)

The extensive Megger product portfolio provides electrical test equipment for an exceptionally wide range of applications at any point of the electricity network. From small handheld low voltage equipment such as multifunction installation testers through to high voltage asset test equipment like insulation resistance testers, circuit breaker analysers, protection relay test systems to transformer condition measurement devices.

For more information visit: [www.megger.com](http://www.megger.com)

Prolan Power Co. has been established with the aim of continuing the previous engagement of Prolan Co. on the Hungarian electric-power transmission network, and is enriched by the expertise of Protecta Ltd. on the protection devices field in order to establish a brand-new company specializing equally in installing and developing process control and automation devices and installing protection devices.

For more information visit: [www.prolan-power.hu](http://www.prolan-power.hu)

DOBLE Engineering Company offers diagnostic instruments, services, and the world’s premier library of statistically significant apparatus test results for the benefit of energy generation and delivery companies and industrial power users worldwide. Now in 110 countries, DOBLE Engineering Company has been helping clients in the electric power industry improve operations and optimize system performance for nearly a century. Doble is a world leader in diagnosis and testing of protection, control and automation systems, including IEC 61850-based PACS. DOBLE delivers test instruments and software to help power companies meet the challenges of protection testing in today’s time sensitive regulatory environment.

For more information visit: [www.doble.com](http://www.doble.com)

In DNV GL we unite the strengths of DNV, KEMA, Garrad Hassan, and GL Renewables Certification. With 2,500 energy experts we support customers around the globe in delivering a safe, reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy supply by delivering world-renowned testing, certification and advisory services to the energy value chain.

Our Intelligent Networks and Communication department is global thought leader on and specialized in SCADA EMS/DMS, smart meter, data communication infrastructures and protocols and cyber security projects. We have successfully completed more than 300 SCADA EMS/DMS projects around the globe. We have worked with all major vendors in numerous projects, and are intimately familiar with their systems, their staff, and their record in implementing systems. In addition, several DNV GL staff members are actively involved in several International Standardization groups defining the new generation of EMS and DMS systems.

For more information visit: [https://www.dnvgl.com/](https://www.dnvgl.com/)

SISCO provides standards-based, real-time communications and integration solutions to end users and OEMs in the energy industry. We specialize in the application of IEC 61850 and CIM to manage the complexity of electric power systems while building a flexible Smart Grid integration architecture that is robust and scalable. Products include source code, off-the-shelf interfaces, remedial action systems, and special protection systems. Services available include use case and model consulting, systems integration, application development, training, support and maintenance.

For more information visit: [https://sisconet.com/](https://sisconet.com/)
**Exhibitors:**

**HMS Industrial Networks** is the leading independent supplier of solutions for industrial communication and the Industrial Internet of Things, IIoT. At HMS, we believe that connecting matters, in everything from making devices, machines and systems talk, to engaging actively with our customers. Our state-of-the-art technology connects millions of industrial devices all over the world - in automation systems as well as in innovative IIoT applications.

For more information visit: [https://www.hms-networks.com/](https://www.hms-networks.com/)

**Applied Systems Engineering Inc. (ASE)** is a smart grid protocol technology leader and a leading manufacturer of Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)/Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) protocol test equipment - ASE2000 and ASE61850, for the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) industry. Other products include communication protocol translators, front-end processors, terminal servers, modems, source code libraries and Energy-IoT platform. Based in Campbell, California, ASE has developed market leading substation protocol test sets for more than 100 substation (including 61850) and industrial protocols, over 30 year period. In January 2015, ASE became part of *Kalkitec*, a provider of communication and optimization solutions for the Smart Grid.

For more information visit: [https://www.ase-systems.com/](https://www.ase-systems.com/)

**Westermo** designs and manufactures data communications products for mission-critical systems in physically demanding environments. The products are used both in social infrastructure, such as transport, water and energy supplies, as well as in process industries, such as mining and petrochemical.

For more information visit: [https://www.westermo.co.uk/](https://www.westermo.co.uk/)

**Infoteam** is an IT company with more than 25 years of experience. By offering pragmatic IT solutions to various companies, we contribute to their success in various fields. Those solutions allow our customers to decrease their costs and/or to create a value added to their own market. This approach boosts our collaborator’s innovation and allows us to offer future orientated original solutions.

For more information visit: [https://www.infoteam.ch/](https://www.infoteam.ch/)

**JPEmbedded** is a company located in Kraków, Poland. Founded in 2006 by software enthusiasts Paweł Filipek and Jan Mazan, currently employs 30+ software, hardware and test engineers, who are passionate about embedded systems development and technology in general. We have wealth of experience in design, implementation and testing of embedded systems for different markets including industrial, automotive, energy and medical. Currently our primary interest is development of state of the art solutions for energy market, for which we offer the following software and hardware products:

- IEC-61850 library for embedded devices (MMS server, GOOSE, SV, control model)
- ICCP/TASE.2 library for embedded devices (client & server, compliant with security standard IEC-62351)
- IEC 60870-104 library for embedded devices
- hardware module converting between IEC-61850 and other protocols including: ModbusRTU, ModbusTCP, Mqtt, IEC 60870-103, IEC 60870-104 or Profinet

We believe that beside our knowledge, competences and experience another important advantage is our location, which is nowadays recognized as one of the most important IT hubs in Europe.

For more information visit: [http://www.jpembedded.eu/](http://www.jpembedded.eu/)

Since 1996 H&S, a subsidiary company of the Beimdick Group located in Dortmund, Germany, has been working with a great number of companies in industry and energy supply. The main tasks of H&S are projecting, planning and installation of high- and ultra-high-voltage substations, the development and integration of electro technical components as well as the development of specialized software adapted to the standard IEC61850. Particularly in the field of IEC61850 H&S provides customized consulting services and software for preparation and testing of IEC61850 datamodels.

Of-the-shelf hard- and software solutions for all parts of IEC61850 complete the product range of H&S.

For more information visit: [http://www.hstech.de/](http://www.hstech.de/)

**ENGIE Laborelec** is a leading expertise and research centre in electrical power technology. Drawing on the skills of 250 highly specialised engineers and technicians, the company is active on the whole electricity value chain and backs a large set of customers in the fields of generation, transmission, distribution, storage and final use of electricity, with a particular focus upon the energy transition and the 3 D’s - decentralisation, decarbonisation and digitalisation.

All forms of electricity generation come within our capabilities, whether centralised or decentralised, from fossil and nuclear to renewables technologies. Directly or indirectly, we also work for a large array of other customers, including grid operators, large industries, SME’s, cities, regions or residential prosumers.

With a strong focus on high value delivery for our customers, we combine expert knowledge and operational experience with state-of-the-art analysis and measurement capabilities to provide operational research and development services, specialised expertise and tailor-made global solutions. We guarantee the independence and objectivity of our solutions and recommendations. Established in 1962 to support electricity companies with a wide range of specialised services, Laborelec is today a cooperative company, with ENGIE and independent grid operators as shareholders. Laborelec has a global presence, with activities in more than 60 countries and offices in Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, Chile and Abu Dhabi.

For more information visit: [https://www.laborelec.com/](https://www.laborelec.com/)
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Leveraging advanced IEC 61850 features to drive interchangeability within the substation and across the wider smart grid
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3-Day Conference, Exhibition & Networking Forum
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Pricing & Discounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very Early Bird</th>
<th>Early Bird</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-Day Delegate Package</td>
<td>€3,585 + 20% VAT = €4,302</td>
<td>€3,985 + 20% VAT = €4,782</td>
<td>€4,385 + 20% VAT = €5,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Day Delegate Package</td>
<td>€2,895 + 20% VAT = €3,474</td>
<td>€3,195 + 20% VAT = €3,834</td>
<td>€3,495 + VAT = €4,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Day Package</td>
<td>€2,195+ 20% VAT = €2,634</td>
<td>€2,395 + 20% VAT = €2,874</td>
<td>€2,595 + 20% VAT = €3,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Day Delegate</td>
<td>€795 20% VAT = €954</td>
<td>€895 + 20% VAT = €1,074</td>
<td>€995 + 20% VAT = €1,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibitor</td>
<td>€5,000 + 20% VAT = €6,000</td>
<td>€6,000 + 20% VAT = €7,200</td>
<td>€7,000 + 20% VAT = €8,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Register

Please visit the registration page of the event website at: www.smartgrid-forums.com/iec61850 fill in your details, and select Credit Card, PayPal, or invoice payment options.

Contact Us

Call: +44 (0)20 3691 1700
Email: registration@smartgrid-forums.com

Terms & Conditions

Payment: payment must be made at the time of booking to guarantee your place, either by credit card, or invoice which must be settled on receipt of the invoice and prior to the first day of the conference. If payment has not been received by the first day of the conference, then credit card details will be requested onsite and payment will be taken before entry to the conference. Bookings made within 28 days of the conference require payment by credit card on booking.

Delegate Inclusions: the delegate fee covers attendance of conference sessions, speaker presentation materials, lunch and refreshments during the course of the conference, and the networking reception. It does not cover the cost of flights, hotel rooms, room service or evening meals. If after booking you require to change your name or the hotel, you may nominate in writing another delegate to take your place at any time prior to the start of the conference. Two or more delegates may not ‘share’ a place at the conference. Please make separate bookings for each delegate.

Exhibitors: the exhibition is located in the networking and catering area alongside the conference room to ensure maximum footfall and visibility for all exhibitors. Each exhibitor will be allocated a 3m x 2m space with table, 2 chairs, power sockets and WiFi access. The exact location of each exhibitor will be determined 2 weeks prior to the conference.

Exhibition: please note that the exhibition is located in the networking and catering area alongside the conference room to ensure maximum footfall and visibility for all exhibitors. Each exhibitor will be allocated a 3m x 2m space with table, 2 chairs, power sockets and WiFi access. The exact location of each exhibitor will be determined 2 weeks prior to the conference.

Venue & Accommodation

The Chelsea Harbour Hotel
Chelsea Harbour Drive
London
SW10 0XG
UK

Tel: +44 (0)20 7300 5098
Email: reservations.chelseaharbour@millenniumhotels.com

Visit the website

To receive a preferential rate on your room booking please book before 14 September, quoting the code IEC 2019

Data Protection: Phoenix Forums t/a Smart Grid Forums gathers personal data in accordance with EU GDPR 2016 and we may use this to contact you by post, email, telephone, fax, SMS to tell you about our other products and services. We may also contact you with information about complementary products and services from carefully selected third parties, if you do not wish to receive information about our other events or products from selected third parties, please write to us at: database@smartgrid-forums.com